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Abstract
This study examined the impact of social media on disseminating cultural heritage education. After reviewing two databases, 29 articles met our inclusion criteria. This study found that social media can expand the educational scope of cultural heritage and increase public awareness and interest in cultural heritage tourism sites and museums. However, social media is only a publicity channel. It is necessary to consider five influencing factors in social media: the subject of information distribution, the motivation of distribution, the purpose of distribution, the content of distribution, and the method of distribution, and to analyze the specific practices of social media in disseminating cultural heritage education. Therefore, more research is needed to explore the influence of social media on cultural heritage education dissemination, to explore the educational nature of social media in cultural heritage education communication, and to provide a theoretical basis for social media to promote cultural heritage education dissemination.
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1. Introduction
Cultural heritage refers to the wealth left to humanity by history and includes both tangible cultural heritage (tangible cultural heritage) and intangible cultural heritage (Skublewskas-Paszkowska, 2022). Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage summarizes tangible cultural heritage as historical objects, historical buildings, and sites of human culture (Unesco, 2020). In the Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage, UNESCO defines intangible cultural heritage as the practices, performances, expressions, knowledge, and skills, as well as their associated instruments, objects, artifacts, and cultural spaces, that groups, communities consider and sometimes individuals as their cultural heritage (Romagnoli, 2019).

With the development of the times, the profound meaning and historical value of cultural heritage have been gradually valued, and the conservation and dissemination of cultural heritage have evolved from a single sectoral act to a social issue involving a wide range of fields (Labad et al., 2021). First, cultural heritage tourism continues to grow, and cultural heritage value is increasingly conveyed in various mass communication practices (Qiu et al., 2021). Second, the consumer market for cultural heritage is booming, and various industries, such as manufacturing and service industries, are gradually branching out into cultural heritage, providing a broad and diverse range of communication vehicles and scenarios for cultural heritage (Buhalis & Karatay, 2022). Third, social media has been upgraded from an interpersonal communication tool to a mainstream channel of cultural communication (Li & Kent, 2021). The "circle culture" of online social networking is gradually becoming an alternative form of real society (Huang, 2022), and the dissemination of cultural heritage education based on social media has a broader coverage and more profound acceptance. In addition, since social media is mainly a user content production model (UGC), the content published by users under the influence of circle culture usually includes but is not limited to cultural heritage tourism and the consumer market (Leung, 2013). Social media's popularization of cultural heritage science is also the mainstream of user-produced content (Martin, 2020). Social
media has essential significance for cultural heritage education dissemination (Samaroudi et al., 2020).

Communication scholars Andreas Kaplan and Michael Kepler (2019) have been working on this project. Andreas Kaplan and Michael Haenlein define social media as web applications built on Web 2.0 technologies and ideologies, allowing users to create and communicate content. Michael Haenlein defines social media as a set of web applications based on the technologies and ideologies of Web 2.0, allowing users to create and communicate content independently.

With the continuous advancement of information network technology, it has thoroughly penetrated people's daily life (Fan et al., 2020). Social media is not only an interpersonal communication tool based on the Internet but has become the source and diffusion platform of massive content and has the properties of information and knowledge dissemination medium and economic and social culture representation carrier (Singh et al., 2020). The maturity of big data technology has provided social media with circle cohesion, making virtual communities among users, and these communities have become the substantive carriers of cultural dissemination and exchange (Langevang et al., 2022).

Cultural heritage, which has both connotations of cultural concepts and artistic-aesthetic relationships, is part of the cultural circle in social media (Wu et al., 2022). However, current research on social media and cultural heritage is scattered, covering the use of social media in communicating cultural heritage and the datafication of cultural heritage. There is no focus on the impact of social media on the educational dissemination of cultural heritage, nor does it explore the relationship, internal logic, and influencing factors between the two. In the online environment where social media are widely used, cultural heritage cannot fully use the Internet for dissemination and cannot maximize its educational role. Therefore, this article focuses on exploring the applications, effects, and influencing factors of social media in cultural heritage education communication to provide a theoretical basis for the full potential of social media in cultural heritage education communication.

1.1 Objective

The circle culture in social media has an essential influence on disseminating cultural heritage education (Slim & Hafedh, 2019). However, because the current research does not focus on the influence of social media on the dissemination of cultural heritage education and the influencing factors, the dissemination of cultural heritage education on social media is arbitrary, lacks theoretical guidance, and fails to play the role of social media. Therefore, this article is dedicated to combing the literature on social media and cultural heritage education communication, exploring the application, effect, and influencing factors of social media in cultural heritage education communication to clarify the positioning, role, and influencing mechanism of social media in cultural heritage education communication. We aim to provide theoretical guidance for social media to enhance cultural heritage education communication and promote the role of social media.

2. Research Methodology

2.1 Study Screening

The databases used for the literature search were Scopus and Web of Science, and the indexing terms were set to "social media" and "cultural heritage education." The indexing period was limited to the last five years and complied with the PRISMA 2020 statement. The search was based on the following principles:

First, the articles must be original and contain the most original data. Furthermore, the articles must be peer-reviewed. This ensures that the articles contain helpful information for our research and that the quality of the articles is maintained.

The most critical point is that this study’s time control was from 2017 to 2022; studies outside this time frame were first excluded from this study. From 669 articles (from Scopus & Web of Science), 378 were retained for further screening.

Second, to ensure the unity of the themes of this study, the topics of these articles had to include both social media and cultural heritage education. If the articles did not include these two topics, they were excluded to ensure that the screened literature was consistent with the theme of this paper. These two sets of keywords involved two screenings, which excluded 242 articles and retained 74 articles.

In the final step, this study screened for the vital term influence, and since this research study, as a review article, emphasizes the influencing factors of social media, articles that did not include or whose research focus was not on influencing factors were excluded. Therefore, 45 articles were excluded from 74, leaving 29 available for the study.

(Added a detail section for filtering articles to make the operation of filtering articles clearer.)
3. Results

3.1 Time (Adjusted Order from 3.3 to 3.1)

The year range of the literature covered in this article is 2018-2023. Since 2023 is not over, the literature in this period must be completed and have research value. This section will analyze the relevant literature from 2018-2022 to explore the research themes in different years from the temporal dimension to sort out social media and cultural heritage education research lineage.

Three articles were published in 2018, and the topics covered were promoting personalized services in museums through social media (Kim & Yu, 2018), social networks as sources of information for cultural heritage (Monti et al., 2018), and social media for cultural heritage communication (Farahani et al., 2018).

Four articles were published in 2019, and the topics covered were the role of social media on the digitization of cultural heritage (Kim et al., 2019), customized cultural heritage recommendations for users through social media (Su et al., 2019), social media for the dissemination of cultural heritage (Lopez et al., 2019; Grimaldi et al., 2020).

Five articles were published in 2020, focusing on the themes of the role of social media in cultural heritage conservation (AYDOĞDU, 2020), the role played by social networks for cultural heritage museums (Myna et al., 2020), social media...
for cultural heritage communication (Dávila et al., 2020; Hoeven, 2020; Kidd et al.).

Eight articles were published in 2021, focusing on the themes of the role of social media in cultural heritage education (Benedetti et al., 2021), the role of social media in the digital conservation of cultural heritage (Ocón, 2021), and museums enhancing public interaction with cultural heritage through social media (Varriale et al., 2021). Cui et al., 2021; Zollo, 2022; Ruggiero, 2022), the role of social media in facilitating the dissemination of cultural heritage and the renewal of projects (Roszczyńska-Kurasińska, 2021; Kelpšienė, 2021).

Nine articles were published in 2022, and the topics covered were the role of social media in performing the educational function of cultural heritage (Gao & Lee, 2022; Kamba & Buba, 2022), research on the factors influencing sharing by cultural heritage visitors on social media (Han & Bae, 2022), customization of museum services through social media (Chang, 2022), dissemination of digital cultural heritage through social media (Pu & Kim, 2022), the impact of social media on cultural heritage tourism (Aldhanhani & Zainudin, 2022; Huang et al., 2022), social media for cultural heritage dissemination (Longhi-Heredia. 2022; Kidd et al., 2022) (See the Figure 5 Article Publication Time).

Social media and cultural heritage research show a growing trend from 2018-2022. Among them, social media facilitating the communication of cultural heritage is a hot research topic. 2018 needs more literature and research themes focusing on social media as a medium to provide personalized services to museum visitors, for example, through social media (Kim & Yu, 2018). 2019 also has less literature and research themes focused on the function of social media itself; for example, social media can facilitate the digitization of cultural heritage (Kim et al., 2019). From 2020 onwards, the amount of relevant literature started to rise significantly, and the topics covered are more refined; for example, researchers started to explore the various ways in which social media can be used in cultural heritage museums, such as enhancing the interaction between the public and cultural heritage (Varriale et al., 2021) and attracting tourists (Cui et al., 2021). In addition, the impact of social media on promoting cultural heritage tourism is also starting to come into the view of researchers, with three related studies in 2022 alone filling the gap of social media in the cultural heritage tourism industry.

(The formatting of the article has been adjusted to enhance the logic of the article. In chronological, country, and thematic order. Gradual description from big to small, macro to micro)

3.2 Country

Among the 29 articles, 22 have a clear geographical orientation, which shows that the research on cultural heritage has a clear geographical character. Among them, three are in Italy (Benedetti et al., 2021; Varriale et al., 2021; Zollo, 2022). Six are in Korea (Kim et al., 2019; Gao & Lee, 2022; Han & Bae, 2022; Chang, 2022; Pu One theme is in Southeast Asia (Ocón, 2021). One theme is in Turkey (AYDOĞDÜ, 2020). One theme is in Lithuania (Kelpšienė, 2021). One theme is in Nigeria (Kamba & Buba, 2022). Two themes are in Spain (Lopez et al., 2019; Longhi-Heredia, 2022). One is in the United Arab Emirates (Aldhanhani & Zainudin, 2022). One theme is in Cuba (Dávila et al., 2020). Three are in the UK (Hoeven, 2020; Kidd et al., 2022; Verboord & Nørgaard, 2021) (See the Figure 4 Classification of Countries).
Exams into the research topic from the perspective of the country's geography, Europe and Asia pay more attention to this topic, with Korea, Italy, and the United Kingdom being the most prominent ones. It can be found that Italy, the United Kingdom, and South Korea are developed countries that pay more attention to the link between cultural heritage and the people, the impact of cultural heritage on the people, and the people's need for cultural heritage on a spiritual level. Moreover, the three countries are rich in cultural heritage resources.

Italy has numerous monuments, works of art, historical buildings, and natural landscapes, covering various artistic and cultural elements of the Roman, Renaissance, and modern times, with significant global influence and importance. The cultural heritage of the United Kingdom also covers a wide range of fields such as art, literature, and architecture, and the British Museum is internationally renowned for its high level of cultural standards. Korea emphasizes the protection and excavation of its cultural heritage and is not only engaged in developing cultural heritage but is also keen to "apply for heritage." Compared with Italy, the UK, South Korea, Spain, China, Nigeria, Arabia, Cuba, Turkey, Lithuania, and some Southeast Asian countries have done less research on this topic.

Among them, Spain belongs to the ranks of developed countries, and the Serbian Cathedral belongs to the ranks of World Heritage Sites, and cultural heritage tourism is more developed. However, Spain has a slightly weaker cultural heritage than Italy and the UK. It allocates more limited resources to the cultural heritage sector, so Spain has conducted slightly fewer studies on this topic than Italy and the UK. China, Nigeria, Cuba, Turkey, Lithuania, and some Southeast Asian countries are developing countries with fewer resources allocated to cultural heritage than developed countries. The influence of national factors impacts this research topic, as more developed countries, which attach more importance to cultural heritage and have a rich cultural heritage, are more likely to focus on cultural heritage research.

3.3 Research Theme (Adjusted Order from 3.1 to 3.3)

Of the 29 studies screened in the literature since 2018-2023, 2 studies focused on cultural heritage education through social media. One study was based on school education and focused on targeting the importance of social media in the cultural heritage education industry and exploring related curriculum models (Benedetti et al., 2021); the other study broke away from the limitations of school education and defined the education target as a youth to explore a new model of cultural heritage education (Gao & Lee, 2022). Two articles use social media to change users' views and perceptions of cultural heritage (Roszczyńska-Kurasińska, 2021; Hoeven, 2020). Nine articles create cultural heritage communities through social media and explore the importance of communities for the dissemination and development of cultural heritage (Kelpšiene, 2021; Monti et al., 2018; Kamba & Buba, 2022; Su et al., 2019; Lopez et al., 2019; Farahani et al., 2018; Dávila et al., 2020; Grimaldi et al., 2020; Longhi-Heredia, 2022; Kidd et al., 2022; Verboord & Nørgaard, 2021). Three studies focus on the digitization of cultural heritage, attempting to expand the forms of cultural heritage, better integrate it with public life, and increase public participation (Kim et al., 2019; Varriale et al., 2021; Cui et al., 2021). In addition, three studies also focus on the digitization of cultural heritage and its preservation through digitization to...
prolong its life (Ocón, 2021; AYDOĞDU, 2020; Pu & Kim, 2022).

Among the previous studies, one study focused on exploring the challenges and difficulties encountered in digitizing cultural heritage (Ocón, 2021), and two studies focused on exploring conservation models (AYDOĞDU, 2020; Pu & Kim, 2022). Three studies were rooted in the field of cultural heritage tourism, using social media communication. Three studies are rooted in the field of cultural heritage tourism, examining social media communication as an essential way of promoting cultural heritage tourism or examining social media as a way of sharing cultural heritage tourism afterward (Han & Bae, 2022; Aldhanhani & Zainudin, 2022; Huang, 2022). Five articles are based on museums themselves and attempt to collect user social media data through social media to provide customization of museum tours and the importance of social media promotion for museums (Chang, 2022; Kim & Yu; 2018; Myna et al., 2020; Zollo, 2022; Ruggiero, 2022) (See the Figure 2 Theme Analysis).

Researchers' studies on social media and cultural heritage are more scattered. It mainly deals with the role of social media in cultural heritage education, the role of social media on cultural heritage, the role of social media in cultural heritage digitization, the role of social media in cultural heritage tourism, and the role of social media on cultural heritage museums. Among them, researchers focused more on the role of social media on cultural heritage, with 13 articles focusing on this. However, the role of social media in cultural heritage needs to be narrower. It involves both changing or refining users' perceptions of cultural heritage (Roszczyńska-Kurasińska, 2021), using information data about cultural heritage in social media as one of the sources of information about cultural places (Monti et al., 2018), using social media to promote the dissemination of cultural heritage (Kamba & Buba, 2022; Farahani et al., 2018), using social media to push customized cultural heritage recommendations to the population (Su et al., 2019) (see Figure 3 The role of social media for cultural heritage).

Figure 4. Theme Analysis

Researchers' studies on social media and cultural heritage are more scattered. It mainly deals with the role of social media in cultural heritage education, the role of social media on cultural heritage, the role of social media in cultural heritage digitization, the role of social media in cultural heritage tourism, and the role of social media on cultural heritage museums. Among them, researchers focused more on the role of social media on cultural heritage, with 13 articles focusing on this. However, the role of social media in cultural heritage needs to be narrower. It involves both changing or refining users' perceptions of cultural heritage (Roszczyńska-Kurasińska, 2021), using information data about cultural heritage in social media as one of the sources of information about cultural places (Monti et al., 2018), using social media to promote the dissemination of cultural heritage (Kamba & Buba, 2022; Farahani et al., 2018), using social media to push customized cultural heritage recommendations to the population (Su et al., 2019) (see Figure 3 The role of social media for cultural heritage).

Figure 5. The role of social media for cultural heritage
As can be seen, researchers have focused on a wide range of perspectives on social media and cultural heritage. It is important to clarify that some of these studies, although focusing on the digitization of cultural heritage, also involve the field of social media, such as using social media as a vehicle for digital communication. Therefore, such studies also fall within the field of the impact of social media on cultural heritage.

3.4 Application of social media in Cultural Heritage Education Communication

3.4.1 Application Scenarios

With the development of information technology, the role of social media is gradually being explored. In the field of cultural heritage, social media is usually applied in the fields of cultural heritage education, cultural heritage communication, cultural heritage online communities, and cultural heritage customized services. Cultural heritage education is currently divided into two dimensions, the first being school-based professional education, such as cultural heritage management, conservation, and communication (Benedetti et al., 2021). This field usually requires education systems to develop appropriate training programs for students in the humanities and sciences. As an additional tool, social media can help students with humanities learning in online communities and support them in science learning. The second type of education is mass education based on the social population, which is more inclined to cultural transmission. Social media provides the technological fulcrum to arouse the interest and enthusiasm of the public, especially the younger generation, to understand and experience cultural heritage in depth (Gao & Lee, 2022).

In cultural heritage communication, social media is used in various scenarios. For example, social media can be used to stimulate the public to experience cultural heritage (Roszczyńska-Kurasińska, 2021, p. 23). The information about cultural heritage in social media is added to the presentation of cultural heritage in museums (Monti et al., 2018). Promoting cultural heritage through social media to attract tourists to cultural heritage tours (Kelpšienė, 2021; Lopez et al., 2019; Farahani et al., 2018; Dávila et al., 2020; Longhi-Heredia, 2022; Kidd et al., 2022; Verboord & Nørgaard, 2021). Understanding user preferences through social media to provide customized cultural heritage recommendations to users (Su et al., 2019). Preserve cultural heritage memories through social media to enhance the public's identification with cultural heritage (Grimaldi et al., 2020).

There are two main categories of social media applications in cultural heritage communities: official communities dedicated to cultural heritage education and promotion (Kidd et al., 2022) and informal communities built based on hobbies and interests in cultural heritage (Kelpšienė, 2021). Due to the different attributes of communities and their functions, the main target groups and the ways of working differ.

The official community is mainly for the public. It does not differentiate whether the public is interested in cultural heritage or not and publishes content and recommends cultural heritage without distinction (Kidd et al., 2022), which is why the official community is more inclusive and can provide a place for cultural heritage education and communication for the public without any threshold (Longhi-Heredia, 2022). Informal communities, on the other hand, are often sustained by hobbies that are also open to the public but have their unique logic of community exchange (Kelpšienė, 2021) and can act as a catalyst or influence on the public (Farahani et al., 2018).

In the commercial functions of cultural heritage, social media mainly takes on the functions of information gathering, information distribution, and digital experience. Information gathering refers to the ability of cultural heritage museums or cultural heritage tourism sites to collect users' social media information to provide customized services to enhance users' interests and experiences (Chang, 2022). The information dissemination function is to provide information about cultural heritage through social media, such as cultural heritage tourist destination recommendations (Huang et al., 2022), cultural heritage news (Longhi-Heredia, 2022), and cultural heritage knowledge (Kamba & Buba, 2022), to enhance users' understanding and interest in cultural heritage (Kim et al., 2022). interest (Kim et al., 2019) and enhance public interaction and engagement with cultural heritage (Han & Bae, 2022). In addition, digitization of cultural heritage refers to the digital processing of cultural heritage to generate digital experiences such as metaverse content (Gao & Lee, 2022), virtual reality content (Varriale et al., 2021), and promotion and delivery through social media platforms to expand the boundaries of cultural heritage (Pu & Kim, 2022) and enhance users' and cultural heritage (Roszczyńska-Kurasińska, 2021) (s See the Figure 6 Application Scenarios).
3.4.2 Application Models

The application model of social media in cultural heritage can be discussed from two perspectives: the purpose-oriented application model and the function-oriented application model. The purpose-oriented application model can be divided into four dimensions: communication purpose, community purpose, educational purpose, and commercial purpose. Among them, communication purpose refers to communication about cultural heritage through social media. In contrast, the communication of cultural heritage can be divided into educational communication (Gao & Lee, 2022), knowledge communication (Varriale et al., 2021), and awareness communication (Kim et al., 2019) to increase users' understanding and recognition of cultural heritage and give full play to The purpose of the community is to increase users' understanding and recognition of cultural heritage and to make full use of the practical utility of cultural heritage.

Community-based activities include the formation of cultural heritage communities on social media (Kelpšienė, 2021) and the holding of cultural heritage community events on social media (Myna et al., 2020), which can expand the scope and influence of cultural heritage communities and provide community support for the dissemination of cultural heritage.

Educational purposes of communication emphasize education related to cultural heritage through social media, with school-based subject training programs (Benedetti et al., 2021) and meta-universe cultural heritage education programs for the younger generation: dissemination and construction.

Finally, using social media for commercial purposes refers to disseminating information about cultural heritage tourism or museum tours through social media (Huang et al., 2022) to increase the visibility and visitation of cultural heritage tourism and enhance the visitor experience.

The practical orientation of social media in cultural heritage needs to be described as the types of information publishers in social media. In 29 studies, there are three main types of information posted on social media: official acts (Longhi-Heredia, 2022), informal organizational acts (Kelpšienė, 2021), and individual acts (Han & Bae, 2022). Official behaviors are mostly conscious behaviors, which are specific activities carried out officially and are usually issued regularly (Longhi-Heredia, 2022). On the other hand, informal organizational behaviors and individual behaviors are more discretionary, occur irregularly, and are influenced by multiple factors, such as nostalgia and regional culture (Han & Bae, 2022; Kim & Yu, 2018).

Whether official, informal organizational, or individual behaviors, although behaviors have various purposes and different behavioral paths, they all point to the same functional orientation, i.e., educational orientation. For example, the official act of providing users with recommendations for cultural heritage tourism is based on social media (Aldhanhani & Zaimudin, 2022); even if this act is commercial, there is an introduction to cultural heritage tourism. Once the user enters this segment, he or she enters the field of education. The essence of education is defined as a social activity that nurtures people. Since cultural heritage itself is a condensation of culture, whenever social media involves disseminating, presenting, or recommending cultural heritage, it inevitably educates the audience. The educational function of social media in conveying information about cultural heritage is also one of the critical application modes of social media in cultural heritage (See the Figure7 Application Models).
3.4.3 Application Effect

Of the 29 articles covered in the study, 20 directly set the premise that using social media can positively affect cultural heritage as a study exploring the difficulties encountered in applying social media to cultural heritage ((Ócoin, 2021). In such studies, researchers argue that social media can provide learning support about cultural heritage (Benedetti et al., 2021; AYDOĞDU, 2020; Han & Bae, 2022), the ability of social media to facilitate the dissemination and preservation of cultural heritage (Varriale et al., 2021; Pu & Kim, 2022; Myna et al., 2020; Monti et al., 2018; Farahani et al., 2018; Davila et al., 2020; Grimaldi et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2022; Hoeven, 2020; Cui et al., 2021), social media can support cultural heritage to customize services for users (Chang, 2022; Kim & Yu, 2018; Su et al., 2019; Aldhanhani & Zainudin, 2022). The literature, on the other hand, validates the effectiveness of social media applications in cultural heritage through quantitative analysis of website statistics (Roszczyńska-Kurasińska, 2021; Longhi-Heredia, 2022; Verboord & Nørgaard, 2021), case studies (Kelpšienė, 2021; Lopez et al., 2019), questionnaires (Kamba & Buba, 2022), hybrid studies (Kidd et al., 2022), data modeling of visitor samples (Zollo, 2022), Facebook thematic analysis of posts (Ruggiero, 2022) to analyze the impact of social media on cultural heritage.

Empirical studies have partially supported the positive impact of social media on cultural heritage and are a consensus among researchers. However, it is essential to note that not all social media activities positively impact cultural heritage. For example, in the case of cultural heritage museums' outreach, it is mentioned that if the museum's communication on social media is one-sided and promotional, it can limit stakeholder engagement and future development (Ruggiero, 2022).

3.5 Influencing Factors of Social Media in Cultural Heritage Education Communication

There are five main types of factors influencing social media in cultural heritage education communication: subject factor, motivation factor, purpose factor, content factor, and mode factor. Among them, subjective factors are official organizations (Longhi-Heredia, 2022), communities of cultural heritage enthusiasts (Kelpšienė, 2021), and individuals (Han & Bae, 2022); motivational factors are intrinsic and extrinsic motivations, and intrinsic motivations include the need to share (Han & Bae, 2022), the need to socialize (Aldhanhani & Zainudin, 2022); extrinsic motivation mainly refers to task-driven (Kim & Yu, 2018); purpose factors include communication purpose (Gao & Lee, 2022; Varriale et al., 2021), community purpose (Kelpšienė, 2021), educational purpose (Benedetti et al., 2021) and commercial purposes (Huang et al., 2022); content factors include knowledge content (Benedetti et al., 2021), promotional content (Ruggiero, 2022), and advertising content (Lopez et al., 2019); and mode factors include visual approach (Huang et al., 2022), video approach (Pu & Kim, 2022), digital approach (Varriale et al., 2021), and text-only approach (Longhi-Heredia, 2022) (See the Figure 8 Application Effect).
These five types are not independent but are linked to each other as a complete system of influence. For example, when official platforms of social media publish information about cultural heritage education, the motive of publishing is to promote cultural heritage (Ruggiero, 2022) to attract tourists to cultural heritage museums and tourist places (Aldhanhani & Zainudin, 2022; Lopez et al., 2019), or to engage the public in the purpose of cultural heritage conservation and dissemination (Kim et al., 2019). Thus, social media postings are cultural heritage related newspaper content (Longhi-Heredia, 2022), museum promotion (Su et al., 2019), cultural heritage tourism place promotion (Aldhanhani & Zainudin, 2022), cultural heritage knowledge (Gao & Lee, 2022), and the adopted methods are graphic information (Huang et al., 2022), digital cultural heritage information (Varriale et al., 2021), and textual information (Longhi-Heredia, 2022). Moreover, the five influencing factors interact with each other, and a change in one factor causes a change in the other factors, such as when the motivation for publishing information changes, the content and manner of publishing will also change (Han & Bae, 2022).

In addition, different influencing factors can impact the effectiveness of social media in cultural heritage education communication. For example, when the motivation for posting information on social media by official websites is to attract tourists to visit cultural heritage sites, but the content tweeted is customized, it is more effective than non-customized content (Su et al., 2019); if the method used is graphic content, it is more effective than text-only content (Huang et al., 2022).

4. Discussion

With the rapid development of digital technology, people can easily share, disseminate, and obtain information from the Internet. Social media platforms have become an essential platform for displaying cultural heritage. Moreover, social media have broken the limitations of geography and national boundaries so that people can easily carry out diversified cultural exchanges and understandings and make cultural heritage exchanges have the attributes of education, entertainment, and socialization. Specifically, by increasing the number of subjects of cultural heritage education and communication, social media enable groups of cultural heritage enthusiasts and individual users to participate in cultural heritage education and communication, which contributes to the formation and expansion of circle culture and provides network soil for cultural heritage education and communication. (Koukopoulos, 2017).

This study recognizes the potential and good prospects of combining social media with cultural heritage in the context of the information age. Through this study, we have found the links between social media and cultural heritage and recognized the positive impact of social media on cultural heritage in different application scenarios and modes. Moreover, we also found the shortcomings of the current social media for cultural heritage education and dissemination under the influence of the subject, motivation, purpose, content, and mode factors. That is, the combination of social media and
cultural heritage needs to be improved in educational perspectives, ignoring the influence of social media's cultural heritage and aesthetic nature on users of cultural heritage communication. In addition, researchers focus on exploring the sound effects of social media on the education and communication of cultural heritage and ignore the harmful effects of social media on the education and communication of cultural heritage, which makes the study one-sided and needs more rational thinking about social media.

Therefore, our research not only summarizes and categorizes the current studies on the relationship between social media and cultural heritage education and dissemination but also points out the shortcomings of the current research on the integration of social media and cultural heritage, which provides a better perspective and practical direction for this research. It also points out the shortcomings of the current combination of social media and cultural heritage, which provides a more complete research perspective and practical direction for this topic. More importantly, the application scenarios and modes of social media in cultural heritage education and communication summarized in this study are all feasible and can provide practitioners with an actionable collection that is convenient for them to choose or think about according to their situation. On an individual level, this study can facilitate the publication of effective content by cultural heritage communication enthusiasts in social media. In terms of countries, this study can help researchers in different countries to think about the relationship between social media and cultural heritage and thus promote the education and dissemination of their cultural heritage. (Re-summarized the concluding section, emphasizing the significance of this thesis, versus the importance of researching its field)

5. Limitations and Future Research

Because the literature review is limited to specific databases, the review does not include information on surveys and other studies of other primary and secondary databases. This narrows the scope of information that can be analyzed in the study to the largest and most valuable databases but may overlook potentially valuable data. The breadth of research and the number of databases will be increased in future studies.

For future research, this study lacks an all-encompassing study of social media communication on cultural heritage education but focuses on one aspect. Therefore, in future research, the positive effects brought about by social media will be studied along with the adverse effects brought about by social media, and a more reliable path for using social media for cultural heritage education communication will be derived from it. Moreover, the current research needs an educational perspective, so future research will analyze the educational aspects of social media in disseminating cultural heritage so that social media can also be effective in its educational function.

In addition, the development of information networks will inevitably bring about changes in social media, so studying social media and cultural heritage educational communication is not constant but a process of continuous exploration and improvement. Research on social media and cultural heritage education communication needs more scholars to continue to explore in-depth and keep adapting to the changes and requirements of the development of the times.

6. Conclusion

With the development of information networks, social media has changed from an interpersonal communication tool on the Internet to a source and diffusion platform for a large amount of content, and the communication properties of social media have been emphasized and become an essential platform for cultural heritage education dissemination.

Social media has expanded the scope of cultural heritage education and communication subjects to three types: official, cultural heritage enthusiasts' communities, and individual users. The dissemination of cultural heritage in social media is influenced by five factors: subject, motivation, purpose, content, and form, but regardless of the changes in the five factors, education is always present in disseminating cultural heritage in social media. However, the current research has not paid attention to the educational nature of social media communication of cultural heritage, nor has it paid attention to the adverse effects of social media on the educational communication of cultural heritage, which is a shortcoming of the relevant research. Future research should pay more attention to the educational aspects of social media communication of cultural heritage and the adverse effects of social media on the educational communication of cultural heritage to improve the relevant research.
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